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Phone call with True Father, he knows that he is happy, prays for all of you. True Father prays for all of 
Europe this morning. 
 
Yesterday, important thing: what kind of being is God? No philosopher or religion has correctly described 
him. True Parents are the substantiation of God and can tell us. Third WW is ideological, teach correctly 
about God. Fight it with truth. Human being can go back to God. Heaven is greatly interested in your 
victory in Europe. This moment is precious to Heaven to study ODP. 
 
Relationship of mind and body between God and humankind. Thinkers thought that God was far away. 
We are holy temples of God, receive him in us. Also: parent and child relationship, no secrets between 
them. Sons and daughters who came out of the original body. 
 
If we had not fallen, life with God, lost God, soiled, lives distant from God, dirty, thought we knew truth, 
could not accept new truth, Satan controlled us in this way. True Parents have given us new truth, how to 
put into practice, most important. God is our parent, how to become his sons and daughters? Need to do 
certain things, portion of responsibility for God and for man. 
 
To become God's true sons and daughters? Resemble God, internal nature, external form, lineage, seed of 
true love within God, motherly body within God, seed and body come together within, through sexual 
organs, fruit is the lineage. True person? Standard? Become a true human being: resembles God. Saints 
and faith leaders could not explain the essence of God, they could not understand. 
 
SS and HS, harmonious unity of dual characteristics, Yang and yin attributes, exist in union, unified body, 
mind and body, material and spirit are not separate, exist in God as unified body 
 
Shim Jung and character resemble God, fill container to put a 100, another 50, another 10; when we have 
a standard, what kind of a faith, live? Think in details how we live our lives, our mind has to resemble 
God, no limitation to the mind; God is omnipresent within me and universe; overflow within our mind; 
God's Shim Jung has to overflow, his character, too 
 
In earthly life is short, compared to spiritual life, precious time, live for the sake of the eternal world, 
fraction of a second; prepare everything, substantial bodies, fill our mind with God's Shim Jung and his 
character, no conflict, no war, no encroaching on other people's things; Shim Jung cannot bear not loving 
the object partner, love cannot be stopped, have it overflow in us, how happy, loving we would be; have 
that kind of mind with us; content is important not external form 
 



Law and principles and order, our life should resemble this, overflowing in us; speak with someone, 
needs to be according to God's law, principles and order; need to always be there, waking or sleeping; our 
life of faith is our life, maintain the word of God, faith and life cannot be separate, has to bear fruits 
 
Mind and body resemble God's SS and HS, Shim Jung and character must resemble God, our lives must 
resemble him, HS: mind of principles, law and order, meet a person can feel if the person has cheon 
seong, smell the fragrance; everything that God created has his own unique fragrance; lord of creation has 
his own fragrance; not fragrance of knowledge, power, etc. most important is fragrance of Shim Jung, true 
love 
 
Our essence is created to resemble God's essence; ugly outside, but everybody like the person 
 
Is there longing in your faith? Longing to meet God? How much do we long for our members who live in 
hell, the people and leaders of the country? Love them. Get up earlier than them, go to sleep little later 
than them. Our lives: represent God and True Parents; person who lives with God, God said to Moses: I 
will be with you; God does not have a body, establishes a central figure, he will be with him; God will be 
with you as leaders; cannot feel, but he is there. 
 
His internal yang and yin, mind and body become one, harmonious union, husband and wife become one, 
resemble God in order to become one. Father and mother have to be that way, could not fight. In ideal 
world, husband and wife to fight could not happen. If mind and body struggle, God cannot be there; Satan 
brings about conflict, keeps God away. Mind and body live for the sake of each other, cannot be 
separated. 
 
God's character, essential characteristic is his Shim Jung, resemble him, our essential characteristic should 
be my Shim Jung; God's should overflow in me; Shim Jung education is most important for members; 
leaders have loving Shim Jung, give words to the members, meet them, love them 
 
If member brings guests, how grateful you will be, reflect God's heart. You are not speaking to people, 
have God speaking through you; do not have own things in heart; have God overflow; true life, lineage, 
absolute sex. 
 
Motivation of creation: original body of principles; he wanted to create; love, live for the sake of 
something, Shim Jung was the motivation for creation; God created everything according to a very 
detailed plan; wanted to give, love, could not control this, hold it back 
 
God existed by himself, started, Shim Jung exploded within God, creation began; absolute faith to have it 
right; must have Shim Jung as our motivation of life to resemble God; we create within the context of 
God's creation; important to lead our lives with Shim Jung motivation, eat, sleep, come, go; you have 
come here from all over Europe, when you received the notice, reaction not the same: some, too busy, 
other now is the time, happy. Motivation determines the outcome of the education session. God and 
yourself know your motivation. God's word is motivation, each word are seeds of life for you. 
Knowledge, fame or power should not be motivation, basics must be motivated by Shim Jung. Meet a 
person, Shim Jung motivation. 



 
God invested himself in creation, all elements in God, was taken out and invested. He started from 
scratch, just elements within himself, invested himself. Let's take a plastic hose, flower, pour it in there, 
stuck together, cannot get the flower, 100 meters, have to continue grains of flowers. More difficult than 
that for God to create. Desperate Shim Jung and motivation of love, creation would not have been 
possible. Run 40 km during the night; purpose cand do it; motivation can do, motivation of love. Meet 
someone at the end of the road, give life for an hour. Desperate desire to love; blueprint was within him 
(principles of creation) create our own character, even God cannot create it for me, God cannot do it for 
me. Resemble God's character, practice true love, Shim Jung. My portion of responsibility, invest myself. 
All Shim Jung, true love, invest it, develop it, live for the sake of others. Service activities, many NGO's 
in the world, live for the sake of others, many serve more than we do. Their minds and hearts, motivation 
is different from ours. Ours is to develop our character. Ngo's and our's are fundamentally different in 
motivation. What do we gain from that? We are creating character from that. Sacrifice, service. 
 
God is absolute, unique unchanging and eternal. We have all values, absolute, unique, unchanging, 
eternal. He is one, absolute, no change. Our lives must be the same. Our thinking resemble God, absolute, 
unique, unchanging, eternal. True Parents do absolutely not change, their destination and motivation are 
certain. Do things when the time is right, plant seeds in spring. True Parents know time in God's 
providence, are ready. True Parents never change. We must create couples like that, absolute, unchanging, 
unique and eternal. True Parents teach us the way we have to live. Even fallen parents do not teach lies to 
their children. Purpose must be clear. Earthly life is to prepare life in spiritual world. Purpose and 
motivation must be clear. Couples cannot fight. Children as well. First True Parents establish KoH on 
earth, than in spiritual world. Make the path for all. If I have same mind as parents, want to participate in 
their work. Leave this place with this kind of heart. Take children and grandchildren. Pastor as an 
individual easy, with wife more difficult, with children even more difficult. Best way take wife to 
members homes and educate her. Her thinking changes, her life changes as well. Witness to our object 
partner, husband and wife have to mature together. Grow up together. Same position, go together, not 
easy to practice. Truth will make you free. Principle, practice it, liberate you, make you free. Our couple 
and family need to resemble God. No matter how difficult it may be. 
 
True love, true life, true lineage, established on the basics of absolute sex, God is owner. Resemble God 
and inherit absolute sex, true love, life and lineage. Adam and Eve would have reached perfection, owner 
of sexual organ is my partner; God is original body of absolute sex, he is the original owner, wanted to 
have body, to have his sons and daughters; resemble God in that way 
 
Absolute faith, love and obedience: God had it, no doubt; his Shim Jung is motivation; love came from 
within himself, could not help but loving; in our motivation must have absolute faith, love and obedience, 
absolute owner. He created Adam and Eve, central existences of all creation, their perfection, God is 
absolute owner of the entire universe, through Adam and Eve. Couple is in that position. Wife and 
husband have absolute faith, love and obedience towards each other, become each other's absolute 
owners. 
 
That is how I can become a true person, God's son and daughter. 
 



God's portion of responsibility: to create human beings to resemble himself, at the center of creation, 
resembles his internal character; human's responsibility to grow to resemble God; God's Shim Jung and 
character must overflow in human being; Shim Jung world need objects; husband and wife, parent child 
relationship allow us to develop this, complete maturity. When man completes his portion of 
responsibility; God is completed. Human beings complete God, like between parents and children. 
Without children we cannot become parents or grandparents. Same with God. When children are qualified 
to be children, parents can go to rest. 
 
God lost his son and daughter, pain, suffering. Children must be complete, this completes the parents. If 
children go astray, parents are sad, better not to have children, they may feel. Judgment takes place in the 
family; I want to get married to someone like my mother or father, this is good, but if they do not want to 
marry someone who is like their mother or father, this is tragic. 
 
We need complete God. Title of this workshop, we proclaim liberation of responsibility, liberate God. 
This was within God's blue print. Five percent of our responsibility completes God's. 
 
We are the body of God, moves with the mind. God is my parent, I am his child. I have not been able to 
resemble him, qualification to become his child, become that kind of true person. This the core of all our 
teachings. Final destination is God, he is my parent, my father. Call "father" from every cell of my body, 
world of Shim Jung. First thing that human beings must maintain is absolute sex. 
 
Fearful time to come. Fall: six thousand years were lost. Ask for forgiveness of God. The path of 
restoration, final forgiveness, establish absolute standard. Need this education to go with True Parents to 
the next stage. Understand God our parent who sacrificed everything for me. God is lonely father, waiting 
for his children to return to him, tragic situation of God. Have God's Shim Jung overflow within us. 
 
True Parents don't convey just knowledge, speak the words that God wants to speak. True Father cried 
every day, aware of God's situation. Tears of God. 
 
8 h 30 
 
Page 36 Education 
 
Resemble God, need education, character aspects. Only human beings require education, others not. 
 
True education, purpose: to become a true child of God, education in the fallen world: convey knowledge, 
no purpose 
 
True education is education to become God's true children 
 
Shim Jung education, ideal to resemble God, he gave three blessings; not just have faith but live 
according to the will of God, for us to be educated, ideal is to complete three great blessing: to grow, 
multiply, dominate 
 



be fruitful, grow, absolute sex, family, dominion over creation; God is intangible, need body to have 
dominion over creation; human beings are created for God to have a body and to have children 
 
what kind of philosophy of education? All nations have different concepts, schools also, intellectuals, do 
not have a universal philosophy of education 
 
ODP, true education, in God's ideal of creation, as he is perfect, we must resemble him, extensions of SS 
and HS, etc. God's divinity needs substance, resemble God's Shim Jung 
 
Resemble God's perfection, first purpose of education 
 
Then couple, harmonized union, children, family ideal, resembles God, marriage of God 
 
Third, resemble God's creativity, have dominion 
 
Method of education: Shim Jung education, essence of God is Shim Jung, parents have God's Shim Jung 
towards their children, True Parents have children, breastfed understand Shim Jung of parents, love of 
parents for children, infant sees the character of parents, become center of child's heart; God is the parent, 
attend him as the parent, because of the fall do not know our parent, God; God is the origin of the parental 
Shim Jung, until the eternal world; education from parents is important, kindergarden, teachers of 
education of Shim Jung received at home, extend it, how to play 
 
Teacher's motivation must be Shim Jung, not just a game; tell stories, have to designed to bring about the 
development of Shim Jung in the child, raise to relate with them; standard of kindergarden is different 
than the home; help to relate better to the parents at home 
 
Bible stories, God's footprints in those stories, tell them about God 
 
Elementary, middle and high school, not teaching for a salary, wrong motivation, teach knowledge that 
parents cannot teach themselves, become students qualified to have dominion over nature, but must be 
based on Shim Jung 
 
Teacher has to have motivation in Shim Jung, even teach maths or physiques 
 
There must be a revolution in education to be able to teach children to become children of God, students 
come home and be connected to the parents when they come home 
 
Shin jul Nim goes to kindergarden, waits for his turn to pray at breakfast, needs to go to school, True 
Father was speaking seriously, come back a little later. Doesn't let leaders talk while eating. 
 
Teachers are very important, not just to convey knowledge, has to be connected to the family. Family life 
should be connected to the school as well. Today does not exist, need to create it, fix the wrong. 
 



Elementary school, teacher needs to educate all, not just convey knowledge, must be a parental position to 
the students. Only knowledge: failure in teaching profession. Must have heart of the parent. Resolve 
difficulties for students. Standard of education. Teacher should not make difference between rich and 
poor students, must not favor rich, well glad students. Buy a pair of socks for poor child, give it quietly, 
student will never forget; motivated by Shim Jung, not knowledge. Educator is second parent. Portion of 
responsibility. 
 
Middle and high school, appropriate education content. Then we must become educators motivated by 
Shim Jung. 
 
In these flowers God has put something: creativity, Shim Jung, converse with flowers as we would do 
with God. 
 
For the multiplication and completion of the family, there must be order, education of rules. Parents must 
teach them order at table, etc. Clear order, siblings not fight, Shim Jung and heart in love; Shim Jung 
family that God can love. Elder and older siblings, their relationships need to be educated, husband and 
wife cannot treat each other anyhow. Words are important, start with the language, words that they use. 
Tradition of heaven. True Parents are model of heavenly tradition. Father says, he never talks to mother, 
never as yobul or tangshin, he treats her with respect, where is mother, omonim, respectful way. He 
relates to her as always as the partner that God has been searching for. Also True Mother uses very 
respectful language to True Father, always respectful, place spouse in higher position than themselves, 
spouse is representative of God, respectful way, Papa, Maman. These are words that contain Shim Jung. 
How to refer to each other, how to use language. 
 
Elder couples thought that ones they receive Blessing their lives would be harmonious, no, they are 
fighting. Someone ask True Father, did you ever fight with True Mother? His answer: True Father comes 
from original body of God, True Father had to raise True Mother. She endured, True Father endured, 
women express themselves quickly, True Father had never give and take, a place to be alone, don't leave 
the home, go to the toilet, 30 minutes. Raise your hands if you don't fight. Overcome that moment of 
anger, don't have give and take, remain quiet, that is the secret for victory, those who talk a lot make more 
mistakes. Words have that kind of power. In three years after Blessing see precious things in your partner 
that you do not have, that is how True Father matched us. True Father takes one person to give education 
to many others. Blessing is not something done by our own thinking, True Father matches three 
dimensionally, including ancestors. 
 
Language has to be clear: Blessing marriage, not marriage blessing. 
 
Leader in the church represents True Parents must live same lifestyle as True Parents, must love and 
nourish the members, when you look at members, see the leaders 
 
Mr. Aum, friend of True Father, designer architecture, 1941, April 1st, Waseda university, meeting of 
Korean students, True Father sang a patriotic song of Korea, Aum was moved, wanted to be True Father's 
friend. After Hung Nam, True Father met Aum in Pusan on a busy road. Mr. Aum had married took in 
True Father, True Father began speaking for three days. Now you are my teacher, full bow before True 



Father, you are my true master, true parent, their relationship developed from friend to master to parent. 
True Father wanted to see him in his house, now over 90; sent a child to him for three days, can you still 
relate to the baby as you would relate to True Father. 
 
True Father tests us in many ways, gives us members to tests us, in terms of our vertical and horizontal 
relationships, has to centered on Shim Jung. 
 
In school, smart people learn more. Centered on Shim Jung, center. 
 
Method is to establish our dominion over the world, requires knowledge and skills. Example a gift of an 
expensive bonsai, need knowledge and skills to take care of it. Computer for example, need knowledge 
and skills. 
 
God has created things, food, air, etc. for us. We have to become their owners, our portion of 
responsibility. 
 
Climax of making love, what do you think, no conscience, go into realm of nothingness, ultimate of love. 
True Father appeared to a couple every night in a vision to teach them how to make love, for 40 days. 
Love should be centered on your partner. God has same heart as a human being. If husband wants to 
touch the woman and the woman runs away, feels bad, same as God's feeling. This education we need. 
Did it in Korea, gave education to the wives first. After that the men came to be educated. They were both 
changed. Power of ODP. If we look at ourselves through eyes of God, everything changes. Animals are 
different, make love to multiply. Human beings can do 24 hours a day. If you are old, sleeping together 
naked, reason for that. There is a period for an apple to become completely mature, tastes best. Time of 
final maturity, need to be together. Sustain our physical bodies until we mature. Not because of sexual 
desire, become one. 
 
To be able to dominate we need knowledge and skill. Must have also physical power, healthy. Received 
authority to dominate creation. Attend God in their love, naked in the garden of Eden. It is not just two 
people, but all nature would have applauded, center of the cosmos. Satan has turned lovemaking into 
something dirty. Loving is most sacred things, most holy. 
 
Become people of character, people of goodness, genius. 
 
Talks about a famous ice-skating girl, sports. 
 
In South America; one pregnant woman watched soccer games, played soccer ball, played all night. In 
Korea, first birthday of a child is important, feast, book, money, pencil, computer, see what child touches 
first, omen. Not certain, prophetic way to understand potential of the child. Have to educate children to 
resemble God. Method is Shim Jung, moral and knowledge education, purpose to create people of 
personality, Shim Jung and knowledge. God and spiritual world, restoration through indemnity must be 
clearly taught. To live a life of principles. Unificationist education: unity of Shim Jung, thought and 
lifestyle. 
 



In the past, early morning we would exercise, we would shout theses slogans. Most important is Shim 
Jung education; True Parents teach us: love heaven, love mankind, love country who protects my family. 
This education philosophy transcends all barriers, is universal. Everything is within those three. 
Remember this wherever we go. Divine Principle education is same, in witnessing also. 
 
What kind of a person resembles God? Person of original nature. 
 
What kind of being is man? Shim Jung is center, then science and philosophy, intellect will and emotion, 
function of the heart, there cannot be intellect separated from Shim Jung, emotion cannot be separated 
from Shim Jung cannot last. Shim Jung must be root to emotion and love. If Shim Jung is not the base, 
confusion. 
 
Page 37, 1-2 
 
All has to be based on Shim Jung. Ethics and morals have fallen down, incest, etc. Shim Jung bears fruit 
in goodness. Communism is truth not based on Shim Jung. 
 
Being of logos, purpose, Shim Jung, reason, purpose of that in internal nature and external form, laws of 
nature; etc. When we look at nature, should feel value, understand purpose for which a flower is created, I 
understand that value, become its owner. God had already given value. 
 
Order of the universe is the model of the family. Earth turns around the sun. Order of the universe. 
 
Being of position, page 38 
 
Human relationships, subject connected to God, united with object, union, man becomes subject towards 
nature, position and awareness of subject and objet. 
 
Lost this order because of the fall. We lost our subject position, we do not put ourselves into the object 
position to God. 
 
10 h 30 
 
Reason to study ODP to solve all problems of the world. 
 
Through the dual characteristics: OSS and OHS, internal and external form are master keys to open all 
 
Look at all the problems of the world, with master key can solve all problems of the world. God is the 
harmonious union of HS and SS, essential character is Shim Jung. Also our central character must be 
Shim Jung. God created in order from the lowest level with the design of human beings. He created the 
environment first, then humankind. Need balance of SS and HS and fulfill value. 
 



We resemble God, are composed of SS and HS. Must be balanced, purpose and value of that place. Born 
as members of a family, family ethics. Family has HS and SS aspects, grow up in the family, family is the 
base for the person, parents and children to live together, need family ethics based on Shim Jung. 
 
School, teachers and students, education principles, love heaven, people and country, expands education 
done in the family, become husband and wife, education in schools based on Shim Jung 
 
Company, get a job, president of the company, employees, company regulations, based on family ethics, 
based on Shim Jung, cannot just employ and pay for the labor, employees should not think that they are 
there just for the money. President must not just be employer but also parent. In case someone does not 
come to work, because of illness, take care of him, just like a parent takes care of the son. So employee 
thinks company is his family and employer as his parent. Now companies in the world do not have that 
kind of ethics, do not have feelings of a family, just how to make more money. 
 
Nation, country, leaders and people, guiding principles of country, allow to live together, laws, president 
must abide by the same principles. Principles must be eternal, just as the country. Fallen world has denied 
God, do not know his guiding principles. Cheon Il Guk has to have them. God's principle has to become 
the nation's principles. 
 
World, nations, United Nations, principles for the world, principles of peace, transcends countries' laws, 
come from God. Humankind must understand and return to God. Our mind resembles God's mind. Bodies 
resemble God in his external form, live a life of principles and order. 
 
That human being can be happy anywhere. Absolute sex has to be in that kind of world, automatically 
united, no borders. 
 
We departed from God, once return, and reunite with each other. Master key can open any door, leader 
must have that consciousness. Becoming one again in God. Return to God's law, automatically peaceful, 
equal. 
 
True Parents have declared that knowledge and technology should be shared equally in the world. We are 
children to God, value system, vertical view should be understand, this is God's Shim Jung world. 
 
How is it that we can solve all the problems, you may doubt that. Problems because of the fall, did not 
become original human beings. Religious people could not unite, did not know God, created greater 
difficulties, Middle East. People are dying every day because of religion, cannot go beyond their 
differences. Lineage returns to God's lineage, balance of SS and HS elements, value systems; need to 
solve all problems of the world. Without it cannot solve a problem. There is nothing that you cannot 
solve, power, knowledge, money is not enough. Need to center on God. 
 
SS value must be there. Value system must reflect absolute goodness, must be based on Shim Jung, all 
must be based on Shim Jung. Truth, beauty and goodness receive their value from Shim Jung. Life of 
Shim Jung is life for the sake of others, love others, cannot bear not seeing others. 
 



Solving problems of yang and yin, attributes of SS and HS. God is parent. Man resembles God, perfect 
our character, individual character, united body of mind and body. Yang and yin are united with God, in 
the same way must be union of husband and wife, perfect family. Family resembles harmonious union of 
Yang and yin in God. Take care of yourselves, go the way of religion, train yourselves, seeking God, way 
of true religious training. Seeking God is ultimate purpose of our religious lives, train our mind and 
hearts, perfect family, dominion over the family, nation and country. True Father: before I dominate 
cosmos, dominate myself. Self-discipline is first step. Individual is like a cosmos. Dominating yourself is 
more important, overcome desire for food, True Father was always hungry before 30 years of age. True 
Parents would always stop eating first to have others could eat more. Kim Il Sung thought that True 
Father would always do that, small stomach. In Pusan begging for food, eat other's leftover food in 
restaurant; Chinese restaurant, Mr. Kim was employed, served True Father double serving, three double 
helpings True Father ate. Realized that True Father had huge appetite. Before he ate, he wanted to feed 
his children. How to overcome the desire for food, second overcome the desire for sleep. Limitations our 
body, overcome, leave as much time as possible to the accomplishment of God's will. Reduce sleeping 
time, rest of the time, doing God's work. Always trying to save time. How to overcome the desire for 
sleep? How to overcome desire for sex? If cannot do, cannot be a leader. Man in front of beautiful women 
naked, master sexual stimulation, otherwise cannot be leader, for woman is same, be daughter of God, 
inherit God's heart. All the people in the world spiritually open, went through that, cannot be accused, 
qualified to be God's child. It took six thousand years to find God's child. Those who go back to the 
original position, cannot think about fall. Who has that standard? Establish ourselves. We are all working 
on it. The word is truth is alive. Only Messiah knows everything, I learned from him, try to dominate 
myself, teach you to do. Control theses things. 
 
Man's last revolution, page 39 
 
Because of economical, political problems, cause problems, but human beings are the problem. Need to 
establish correct human beings. Political, religious, industrial, cultural revolutions we had already, but not 
yet the true revolution. Owners of revolutions were not proper human beings. There need to be a 
revolution of human beings. Change human beings, we are all the targets of that revolution. Not by guns, 
swords, but by truth, true education. True education, there are many schools in the world, Harvard, 
Oxford, etc; training manpower for the nation, there is no God, ideal of True Parents, true family, no ideal 
of the Blessing, no ideal to become one. This only exists within true parents, establish that kind of 
education, revolution, need to do it ourselves. We are doing it ourselves, choice between God's or Satan's 
side, this is the revolution, principle education, Shim Jung. Go back to the original body of principle. 
Human beings must go through three world wars, third war ideological. Question: whether ideas are true 
or false. No one has been able to teach about God correctly, have not met God. Only the one who has met 
God, can teach correctly. True Parents came from original body of God, truth, substantiation of truth. 
Revolution of Shim Jung, cannot be done without God, revolution of returning to God, life for the sake of 
others, true love, true character, revolution of absolute sex and true family. Only education given will be 
the one of absolute sex. Fall: turned upside down, children of Satan; now right side up, education of 
absolute sex, change human beings, teach leadership. Some leaders say this is wrong, cannot escape from 
that context, some clerics have sexual relation with children; who can resolve that? Educate with absolute 
sex, ODP education=absolute sex education. Divine Principle until now has not changed, was basic 
design, blueprint; God is original body of principles. UTH=theory of original image, original blueprint. 



We can feel and hear God's love and breathing because he is the original body. Need to give this ODP 
absolute sex education. In the past, need not only to teach but go into right way, become the 
substantiation of absolute sex. Revolution of Shim Jung. Root of the tree, trunk and flower, fruit and seed. 
Human beings through revolution of Shim Jung, true love movement. Character resembles God, lives 
with God. Education has to be given all over. You will understand and remember it later. Principles have 
to become part of your lives, 360 degrees. Final revolution. You are revolutioning yourself. By God's 
word and truth. If you have that truth, can go anywhere. Song: unified soldiers talks about that. As we act 
as sons and daughters of God in any environment, this kind of education we are doing, revolution of 
human beings. 
 
Fundamentals of everything; in philosophy: the relationship between God and humankind, parent and 
child. 
 
Page 40, relationship between God and the universe: OSS and OHS, OYang and OYin; God created an 
object to love. One was subject and other was object; symbolic and image respresentation, flag and map. 
Human beings are image of God, all other created things are symbolic expression of God. Each individual 
resembles God individually, unique way. Animals resemble God by species. All things are like God's 
body, human beings are like God's face. 
 
In God there are unlimited numbers of individual images. He wanted to love me absolutely because of 
that. God is the masculine subject, and universe is the universe is the feminine object. 
 
Man and all things, man has authority to dominate all things, must have all elements. Can imitate sounds. 
All chicken over the world give out the same sound, dogs as well. Qualified to dominate over the 
creation. Earth has five great seas and six continents, human beings have, earth is floating in the universe, 
suspended, how does it just suspended like this, mysterious. God understand it. Pray about it. Human 
beings are microcosm: 5 viscera end 6 entrails, we have 12 months in the year, 24 seasons on lunar 
calendar, December 22 is always winter solstice, 24 seasons starting with it. On December 22, 2012 new 
calendar has to be created, week should have eight days, Ahn Shi Il. In Korean: sun, moon, fire, water, 
wood, metal, earth, seven days of the week. True Parents said that there would be eight days. It will be the 
day of heaven. Seems to be missing to me. It might be different. 12 set of ribs, protect 5 organs, 24 total. 
Everything is by formula. Human beings are objects of beauty, fingers of different lengths, represent the 
year. Because God is original body of dual characteristics. Each season is three months, each finger has 
three sections. Because we have the hand like it is we can grasp things. With the thumb we can do it, 
represents God, Adam, Eve, children. God has created us this way, detailed planning. Head and body, 
legs and arms is like that, by the numbers. Because God is scientist, creativity. Earth: hair is like plants 
that cover the earth, etc. Microcosm of created earth. Living without knowledge of God: the 
substantiation of the Principle has left the Principle. 
 
Absolute relationship between man and woman, subject and object, object does not mean to be lower. 
They cannot exist without each other. 
 
Book of Changes 
 



Why to deal with this? In future, East and West need to unite, Calendars need to unite, lunar = Cain, solar 
= Abel, merge into one. Solar calendar should now be merged into the lunar calendar. More accurate in 
lunar calendar, sometimes 13 months. Now all church holidays are by lunar calendar. We follow lunar 
culture not because leaders are Koreans, but closest to God's culture. Difficult to accept kyung-be. Not 
Unification Church or Korean rites, but from God. Korean culture is closest to God, language and 
tradition, includes order. Western language is horizontal. Vertical has to be the center. Tradition of 
Unification Church is God's tradition. True Parents teach us that tradition. There is nothing else in heaven. 
The same is true with education. We must educate according to God's ways. Need to leave for 
descendants, tradition and education. Listen to True Parents: how to attend Heaven and how to educate 
children. Heaven has to be the model. East is the I-Ging and Bible. Book of changes: yang and yin, five 
agents, etc. Bible: word was with God and he was the word. Same as book of changes. Does not explain 
that God has personality, God is the Father. Both thoughts have to be united. Can be fully elucidated with 
help of the Principle. 
 
Sex of the baby is not determined by woman but by men, woman protects the fetus. This is contained in 
God's principle. Artist painting a picture, invests his entire heart; drunken person makes love to a woman 
terrible. Hearts and minds of woman and man who create new life must do it in holy way. Invest sincerity 
and dedication. 
 
Page 41: difference between Eastern and Western ontology: 
 
Western: form and matter; Eastern: yang and yin, must unify both, God exists as harmonious union, 
therefore these cultures can be unified centering on God, Shim Jung will be the motivation. 
 
Universal Prime Energy, Give and Take Action and Four Position Foundation 
 
All are within the original body. Each of these concepts were not created by True Parents, were in the 
original Divine Principle. 
 
Need energy to exist, UPE= fundamental energy of God, HS part of God is UPE 
 
For God to exist, need energy 
 
God's provides energy to created beings=UPE, causal energy 
 
God himself must have energy to give and receive well must have a partner. 
 
God has dual characteristics; reciprocal relationship, Give and Take, have the standard bas, reciprocal 
base, give and take action centering on UPE, multiply, be separated, as an extension of God into Subject 
and object partner, establish reciprocal base, husband and wife, give and take action,produces energy for 
existence, multiplication and action. 
 
UPE external to God=energy from Give and take action, relationship of cause and effect, internal and 
external 



 
Energy must have a relationship. 
 
14 h 
 
Give and take action, everything exists through it; correlative relationships; even if we are gathered we 
have one purpose. Correlative means we begin at the same point and have the same purpose, not to 
struggle but to become one. Why give and take? To develop. Given and receiving well. Some says, if I 
receive, I will give, it is rather to give and then receive. If everybody wants to receive and no one is ready 
to give, no development. Development only when people want to give first. Love and beauty; present 
contains to my cheon seong and my love, receiver has joy, I will be joyful as well. All beings exist in this 
kind of relationship. 
 
Human world, always subject and object relationships, father and mother, parents and children; concept 
of Subject and Object, cannot be alone, need each other, positions belong together, come from the same 
God, develop from God by love, same purpose. Husband and wife, subject and object, some case, wife 
can be subject position, in case of Shim Jung, wife is more developed than the husband, object. Certain 
jobs, husband will be in the subject position. Teacher and student, employer and employee, not a master 
servant relationship, subject means parent position, object means child position. Government and people, 
actually the people are subject partner, because government exists for sake of people. Expansion of the 
family pattern, president is position of father and parent, people are children; parent should sacrifice for 
the children. If there are some going hungry or do not have place to sleep, subject must work to resolve 
the problem with parental heart. Go to the people of the country who are suffering, does not just gives 
orders, should be in the position of the parent. 
 
Animals have male and female, subject and object, plants have stamen and pistil, some plants have both, 
others are not, when the tree goes up you can see the difference. Minerals have yang and yin, all these 
resemble God, engage in give and take action. Subject gives, object receives and returns to subject. All 
energy invested, consumed, goes down, in the world of love, amount of love increases as it is invested. If 
I give ten, maybe eleven come back, give back twelve, and becomes larger and larger, nothing else can 
create eternity, only love can do that. Spiritual world is the world of love. If we become one with God, no 
secrets between us. All the created world comes from God, relation of Subject and object, and give and 
take action. Keep giving, cannot bear not giving. We have to become the original body of love. Butterflies 
and plants. Pears in Korea, in orchards there were many insects, killed them by chemicals, but in the next 
spring, pears would not bear fruit, realized that they need insects, buy them from other places, take pollen 
from flowers and do it themselves. Very important relationship, fragrance of flowers attracts butterflies, 
takes honey and brings pollen. Human beings fell, harm to others. People are wrong. Animals and plants, 
arteries and veins, blood needs to be cleansed, need to circulate in the body, give and take action. Have 
exercise to have good blood circulation. All give and take. Give and take between ball point pen and 
notebook; basically this principle existed within God. It is common sense. Look at the sun, nine planets, 
same course, God set it for them. Centering on the sun, earth revolves, makes a day. God made it that 
way, his blueprint. Moon revolves around the earth. Women's monthly menstrual period, by the 
movement of the moon. Women are like the moon and women like the sun. Same order in the family. 
True in the East or West. Always the same, all come from the same God. Owner is one, the creator God, 



we resemble him. Different skin colors, environment influences. Earth is round, all live in different 
environments, insects have different colors to protect them. Black, yellow and white have the same red 
blood. Everything is the same. Their sperm is not black for black people. According to the environment 
some changes came about. Have to come back to the origin, God, can become one. They are children of 
same God. Humanity will be united as one. 
 
Bible Mat. 7.2, measure you judge, you will be judged. We receive what we give. Cannot give with the 
expectation of receiving. Give never expect that you will receive, but have the desire to give again. Page 
42 
 
Everything we see is our object partner, listen to sounds, can have a relationship with everything. For 
development always give and take action. Principle of Creation, UPE. Within our mind there is give and 
take action with evil subject partner, I become an evil partner. Who is my subject and who is my object 
partner, determines whether I become good or evil? Start from the same point, development, same 
purpose. 
 
Our mind and Shim Jung is filled is love, order and law and principles are filled with love, this kind of 
person is important today. 
 
In the beginning of our church, difficult times, not enough to eat, warm clothing, etc. God directed a 
person to drop food or war clothing. We had the determination, to die even for our mission. Defend 
something even at the cost of your life. Same kind of consciousness has give and take action with heaven 
and horizontally with brothers and sisters. 
 
Force of the conscience, page 42, we have original mind and conscience, make up original mind. Tries to 
lead people to goodness, his subject partner is God. We lost original mind, killed when we fell, 
conscience is still there, becomes one with truth, Jn 1.1 the word was God. What fallen people mistake for 
the truths, we did not know that there was one. Substantiation of God= perfect man. I Tim 2.5. Jesus was 
not ever able to engage in true love. Even his disciples betrayed him and left him. I am the way, today. 
When God enters original mind, I become then the holy temple of God. God is subject and conscience 
will become one. 
 
Page 43: 
 
Conscience precedes the parents. Conscience is watching over me. When I am eating, sleeping, go 
somewhere. Precedes the teacher, precedes God. Conscience is with you, directs you towards goodness. 
Cannot see and hear God, but has given as a conscience to represent himself inside out to direct it towards 
God. How did we live according to the standard of our conscience? Compass= conscience. Fallen man 
tries to ignore, goes into wrong direction; there is a relationship of SS and HS. Fallen man feels the pain 
of the conscience, when he goes into the wrong direction. Do not know what you have to do, ask 
conscience, hear your heart and live according to the advice. True Father came down to Seoul from North 
Korea, his hair was cut short. True Father said, ask your conscience how to live. People do not know 
where to go, we just have to follow True Parents. The fact to be able to attend True Parents, we are 
blessed. 



 
ODU action, three objective purpose and four position foundation, page 43 
 
Were within God before creation. Human beings have to understand how to fulfill this. 
 
ODU action, two entities are reunited in oneness is ODU action. Multiply. By force of UPE, can manifest 
separately and unite; God is origin, Adam and Eve, are divisions, and children are unity, this is law of 
development. Reciprocal only one theory. Buy the fall, not realized. Conflict and struggle, instead of 
unity. 
 
Communism appeared to be the truth, most intellectuals belief. Very tired… 
 
All the intellectuals at that time were materialists. 
 
This is not just the teaching of the universal truth. Bible says:you want to dance, but do want to come to 
three front. God has dual characteristics, resemble God. 
 
Life of faith, but did not know the Principle, daughter came to the Father, philosophical argument with the 
father, he realized that she had been influenced by communist, scolded her, left 
 
Second generation do not understand the principle. Egg: shell of the egg, then white and yellow. White 
and yellow are harmonious, then struggle and fight against the shell, chick comes out is a synthesis, 
theory to justify revolution. Capitalists are minority, workers are majority, workers try to make a 
revolution, but with philosophy, unite the workers inside of the egg, against the shell; capitalists are the 
shell suppression the chick from coming out. Grow stronger, overthrow the capitalism, new world will 
come, this is their logic. 
 
Egg and shell. White and yellow have the same purpose to produce a chick, protected by the shell. Both 
have the same purpose, not contradiction. Air pocket inside the shell, can breathe there, that is how God 
has created it. If that is the case, nothing would remain. If fetus fights against mother, struggles to come 
out when he wants, but already the mother is ready to give birth, but at 6 months too early, baby and 
mother could die. Communism is completely false logic will come to an end, will disappear. 
 
Went to Russia with True Parents, they knew everything about True Parents, read all books, saw that True 
Parents do not want to destroy, but free Russia. Summit council, in same hotel, all were spies of Soviet 
Union, True Parents would read the word out loud, no much they tried to listen to our secrets, heard our 
word. Interview with True Father. True Father spoke simply, broadcast throughout the country, it was 
brought cast. At airport, where we were going, secret passages all over, they guided us through that, 
another room, another door, an important person came, a missionary came there, realized that there was a 
missionary they did not know about it. Realized that they had to meet True Parents. But missionary said, 
these were people did not know if they could come out alive. CIA came with two bullet prove vests to 
wear? True Father refused. Now he is prepared to bring mankind into one. Satanic theory of theses and 
antitheses. 
 



Page 44, Three objectives purposes: centering on God, three objects, one subject. If Father is subject, 
God, mother and children are object, etc. God comes first, he is first object purpose, father is second, 
mother third and children fourth. Without give and take action,no fulfillment of purpose. All have the 
same purpose of creation. Four become one then purpose is fulfilled. Center of all beings is God. Some do 
not teach about three object purposes. Cannot think about it lightly. The center of all beings is God, all 
motivation is from God. Let never be ourselves be our own motivation. Four position have give and take 
action, purpose is fulfilled. Leader must not be the motivation, is visible, but God and True Parents's 
words are the motivation. Always the motivation is from God and True Parents. Let never be ourselves be 
the motivation. 
 
Four position foundation, page 44 
 
Three objects purpose is fulfilled by give and take action, realize God's purpose of creation, because of 
the fall, not fulfilled, Satan's purpose went into the position. AA was a servant, did not have a vision, 
external form was the same, content was different. 
 
Four position foundation: foundation for existence, etc; see diagram 
 
Numbers 4, 3, and 12. North, south, east and west. Center is the north, children are in the south, father in 
the east, mother in the west. Sleep with head towards the north, wife should be on the western side. 
 
True Parents picture should be at the North side, at least on the east side. If not possible, report to God. 
 
Take off your shoes, first right then left, sleep man on the right, woman on the left. Restroom, go in first 
with left foot; go in your home go with right foot first. Order in the cupboard is same. Socks is the same, 
this is living by disciplined order, children will understand, will do in the same way; living according to 
the principle is important. Foundation for all forces, pray on the basis of the four position foundation, 
light one candle, but when we have two is very different. Candle melts, the way God receives that prayer. 
Do not forget to extinguish candles; if a member has spiritual problems, do not go alone, but three people 
go with pastor there. Some times of the day, Heaven can work and not Satan can work. 2 o'clock is 
Satan's time, pray a little later. When Jesus went to Gethsemane to pray, took three disciples, told them to 
pray, and saddened to death, shed tears of blood in his prayer. Came back, they were asleep, three times. 
Then he said, everything was finished. If they would have also prayed with tears of blood, four position 
foundation would have been formed, God could have worked on that. Some phenomena could have 
happened, like talking with Elijah and Moses. That takes a four position foundation. Three types of four 
position foundation, individual, family and world. 
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Circular motion, up and down, right and left, circular must go through three points; right center and left, 
front center and behind, circular motion, then becomes spherical movement, when circling in different 
angles 
 



Standard of absolute value is God, absolute value, true love, true life, true lineage, ex. A princess loves a 
man from the country side, love can transcend social barriers: 
 
Right of equal status, right to live together, right to participate in work, right of inheritance 
 
Through true love we receive rights to be with God, participate, and inherit. All exists like that, in circles 
or close to being a circle, healthy person has a round person. If True Father would not have suffered in 
Hungnam (chemicals), maybe he could live up to 200 years. True Father was born with a special physical 
body. Satanic world tried to kill him, he could survive all. Her mother came from a very strong family, 
her siblings were very strong, could pick up a rail. The kind of preparation his lineage received. All 
existences have circular movement. Earth is round, universe is round, if it is not circle cannot be forgiven, 
ball is always in circle, one point is always on the ground. Take a straw and blow to a small fruit and keep 
it in the air. All existences have circular movement. 
 
God's omnipresence, page 46 
 
Man and woman, four position foundation, animals same way, also plants, accomplish God's purpose of 
creation, substantialisation God's original form and substance 
 
Multiplication of life, takes place through ODU action. Life on earth, then spiritual world, successors on 
earth, and children, need descendants to carry on the work, we are eternal in spiritual world and want to 
continue on earth. Need to reproduce. Development takes places through ODU action. Plants, stamen and 
pistil bring about a seed, a four position foundation, centering on God, also animals, human beings. 
Spiritual world for animals and plants? 
 
I don't like cats, will there be cats in spiritual world? True Father said, they will not come to you in 
spiritual world. Everything on earth will be reflected in spiritual world. There must be nothing that you 
hate on earth, as lord of creation must love everything, God creates everything, loves and has hope for 
everything. 
 
Page 47, reason all beings are composed of dual characteristics: 
 
In order to exists, need energy, to have eternal nature, circle for eternity, requires three points, also to 
have eternal nature. Linear movement does not have eternity. 
 
Conclude the laws of the universe (laws of heaven) 
 
Principle of existence, dual characteristics, correlative being, why? Love, value and ethics, order 
established based on love, need subject and object (need men and women). No happiness and joy, without 
them. Same is true for God. 
 
The principle of origin of existence: exist for the sake of others, problems if people live for themselves, 
start with giving not receiving, derive joy from that 
 



Principle of life of existence 
 
Life for sake of others, to love God, to love human beings, to love all things, enemy, to live a public life. 
Must love our enemies to go back to the original world. God is a public being, True Parents are public, no 
private life. 
 
Law of development, give and take action, law of reciprocation, love and beauty flowing from Shim Jung, 
become harmonized union, always development three stages through ODU action (communism thesis and 
antithesis, struggle) our alternative, we criticize them based on their own theory 
 
Foundation of existence is the four position foundation, God's purpose of creation, absolute value, true 
love, life and lineage, absolute sex; Standard of absolute value is God; absolute value comes from 
absolute God. 
 
The purpose of creation, motivation, page 48 
 
Motivation for creation, that is why there is a purpose: no coincidence, that is Shim Jung, central aspect of 
God; root of God's true love, core of God's character, Shim Jung loves the object, impulse of Shim Jung, 
emotional impulse of heart that desires to feel joy through loving the object partner; love need substantial 
partner; cannot withhold that feeling, absolute faith, love will come out, obedience 
 
Purpose of creation is joy; no joy in our lives, purpose is not realized, need joy 24 hours a day, sad 
suffering and frustrated in our lives, need to change, cannot go to our position in spiritual world, need joy, 
object must reflect subject partner; we were created in God's image, objects of goodness and joy, 
perfection, Shim Jung; Gen 1.28 resembling the subject. Experience joy, object must resemble myself. Do 
you like more daughter or daughter in law? Daughter in law will carry on lineage of your family, more 
important to you. In Blessed families, mothers should not treat their daughters in law poorly, new 
tradition. Three great blessings through four position foundation, comes joy: be fruitful, multiply and 
have dominion. Mind and body who come out of God, create a human being, one with God, reflects God, 
becomes his image, temple of God, be perfect 
 
Man and woman come together centered on God, go to spiritual world together will be one, Shim Jung 
world appear as one body. Family is training for love, need to understand value of family. One woman 
would go to the university to witness, brought in many students, take them to her home, take them to the 
matching, Blessing. One student, did not like the matched spouse, did True Parents matched you with a 
man or a woman? A woman. As long as it is a woman you have to accept it. Forceful, as long as True 
Father has matched you with a woman, there is no like or dislike. How about you? 
 
One leader shocked me one time, he broke up Blessing of his children, he answered, Blessing is eternal, 
human beings can change. Is that right? Something a leader can say? Blessing is eternal, two people must 
maintain Blessing for eternity. Heavenly person received Shim Jung education. Husband and wife, have 
good children, come all from God. Life of heaven, education of rules. Everything is based on order and 
discipline, if you don't follow can't be with God. Must apply principles in our lives, life of faith. Cheon Il 
Guk= country in which two people become one. 



 
Domination, knowledge and skills, health, physical power to do. Need bodies of God, to maintain, keep 
healthy, protect; True Father did it in Hungnam, cleaned his body. When bombs fell those close to True 
Father lived, those distant died. Also his sentence to be killed on the day UN forces bombed. Understand 
about three great blessing, God has given them to all human beings. Become God's body, he wants to live 
inside me, most precious blessing, I want to live with you, body moves according to the mind, second 
blessing for God to substantiate himself and love through man and woman, use their sexual organs, to 
create children; third blessing: dominate all things on my behalf 
 
Page 49, most precious is the Blessing marriage, giving a woman to a man and a man to a woman 
 
If there would be only one woman in Europe, even ugly, all men would fight about her. Inherit God's true 
love, live and lineage and absolute sex. Completion of the realm of liberation of responsibility. He always 
talks about absolute sex, need to talk about, is so precious. Liberate human beings and liberate God. Must 
be faithful, even if you loose your life. Must not go before God in shame. Absolute sex education needs to 
be emphasized over and over again 
 
p. 49, The family is the basic unit of heaven: in garden of Eden, lost the center, all changed, need to 
maintain the center: top-center-bottom, right-center-left, up-center-down, front-center-behind 
 
Shim Jung, true love and character must overflow from within us, need principle, law and order; man and 
woman come together as a family= basic unit of heaven 
 
family is God's ideal of creation, the order of the family is the standard order of the universe; number 3 of 
heaven, earth: number four; number seven: family, seven is a lucky number, good number. 
 
People have different character and personalities; one is an absolute number, two is stubborn number. 
 
Number 4, be careful of health; five represents all things, material blessing; six: day that God created 
human beings, has to relate to people, be careful to whom he related to; real estate as a job, good 
witnesser; seven is a family oriented person; woman becomes good wife, wise mother; man=seven, 
mother's boy, feminine; number 8: can go any place, always moving, speak well, lawyer, scholar, nine: 
completion, God has number one and ten, everything else Satan took. Nine is the largest number, biggest 
number; nine plus three is twelve: complete number, 12 disciples, 12 sons for Jacob, etc. 36 couples. 
Explain through the principle, useful for you. Do not open a fortune teller shop, use it for a good way. 
 
Name has some significance. Determines a person's life and fortune in orient. Father has given us 
characters for the children according to Blessing groups, example 1800 couples, certain character for boys 
and girls. 
 
The family is basic unit of heaven, the whole family must fulfill, page 50 
 
One heart, unity, purity, pure blood, pure love, pure home, absolute sex; life must be unified 
 



Dutiful family way of filial son or daughter, patriot, saint and heavenly son and daughter of God 
 
Love with true love and live a life resonating with true love; love for our parents, resonate with their love, 
true love will echo within the family; many times children forget parents, live far away, but parents 
always remember their children, at every meal; many times children do not understand the parental heart, 
something happened, parents can feel that; resonate with true love, feel all, must become that kind of 
family 
 
True love infinitely invests and forgets, everything must start with investment; in Uruguay, True Father 
gave lots of money to central figure there, newspaper company, hotel, bank; later found out that he had 
stolen all; True Father did not want to go to the police. He worked hard; let's pay him for what he has 
worked for. Gave him money, treat enemy with love. True Father showed the example. 
 
Everybody likes true love. If you meet a person to use him, that does not work. Family is training ground 
to develop Shim Jung and true love. All members of the family should have that kind of heart. 
 
The center must remain steadfast. Sons and daughters in true family, we could not help the work of the 
True family, eventually come back to the center. 
 
Same is true for all. We should feel sorry for heaven for True Parents; 
 
Page 51, the desire of man's life is to find the original homeland, where there is true love; our original 
homeland is sexual organ of my parents, eventually when going back we come to God, their owner is 
God. Must be reborn through God's sexual organs, restore the lineage; man has the seed, woman has the 
ovum, the egg. God is the original body of absolute sex, sperm of true father absolute sex and of True 
mother's ovum; meet in the uterus and true lineage comes from that. Seed and body of true love come 
together in the uterus, create lineage. 
 
36, 5 degrees is normal temperature for human being, by making love, even 43 degrees do not die. Love 
of the archangel does not go about 38 degrees. Temperature in woman's uterus changes. In the completed 
Adam, if God would have entered into his body would have gone to 44 to 53 degrees, only sperm of 
absolute sex remains, the healthy one, same in the ovum. True Father talked about October 14th Blessing. 
All blessed families should go through the ODP workshop before. Creates families who have nothing to 
do about the fall. November 11, Blessing of second generation, one child of 17 years old, very young, 
mysterious to see them receive the Blessing. He checked each couple again after the matching. Must raise 
up these couples carefully, like Adam and Eve in the garden of Eden. After that, Blessing is given which 
has no relationship with the fall. That is why give ODP education. We corrected the textbook, this is new 
edition, you are the first to receive it. 
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Dual purpose, missed some, not recorded 
 
Why do we marry? 



 
To become complete, before marriage were are only half; children are watching, marry young, see third 
and fourth generation 
 
many people marry without understand the purpose of marriage 
 
to resemble God who is complete, come out of God as his son and daughter, want to dominate God's true 
love, Adam is substantiation of God, Eve becomes wife of God, a man alone or a woman alone, cannot 
dominate God's true love, individual perfection, partner is the owner of one's sexual organ 
 
to perfect God and a realm of liberation of love, sons and daughters come together to complete God, 
position of God's child, then parent can rest; no parent without a child, no child without a parent 
 
God's image in spiritual world who have been the image of Adam and Eve, Jesus' role was the same; 
could not do it, passed away, then returned through LSA for the purpose of completing God's purpose of 
creation, God in the future will be the image of True Parents; many people receive their spiritual 
directives, because they are substantiation of God; first love of Adam and Eve and first night would be 
those of God; become one with God through sexual organs; Adam and Eve are God's image in spiritual 
world who have been the image of Adam and Eve, Jesus' role was the same; could not do it, passed away, 
then returned through LSA for the purpose of completing God's purpose of creation, God in the future 
will be the image of True Parents; many people receive their spiritual directives, because they are 
substantiation of God; first love of Adam and Eve and first night would be those of God; become one 
with God through sexual organs; Adam and Eve's sexual organs are substantiation of God's sexual organs. 
It is the most important thing within God's purpose of creation 
 
To multiply God's true love, life and true lineage for eternity 
 
God's body, to have a object partner of love, experience love, multiply his children in substantial form, 
would fill the earth and spirit world. 
 
First blessing become holy temple of God, become husband and wife, have children through absolute sex, 
to have eternity 
 
Life of faith and our way of life are the same. If someone throws away their faith, throw away life. 
 
Keeping the commandment is way of life. Why we must marry. 
 
Page 52, True Parents and CTA 
 
God created Adam and Eve on the sixth day, wanted them to become true son and daughter, bride and 
groom, husband and wife, father and mother, his ideal of creation accomplish through Adam and Eve, 
three great blessings; individual perfection, family perfection and dominion, to become True Parents, 
portion of responsibility, God gave a promise. Adam and Eve did not keep the promise, disbelieved, after 
the Fall, OTA to Jesus, he completed the OTA, came to fulfill purpose of creation,cross, NTA, another 



promise, after he died, resurrected on the third day, Pentecost, disciples met him spiritually, put on fire, 
Christianity was formed centered on resurrected Jesus, persecution, LSA came, True Parents came, 
savior, Messiah, came as son of God. Judaism had messianic thought, did not recognize him, put him on 
the cross. All religions have founded by religious leaders who have promised to come back in the last 
days; comes as the savior; what is he going to save? The family; Satan dwells in the world, by changing 
the blood lineage, he becomes a true parent. When God's kingdom is established, princes and princesses, 
he is True Parents, king of kings, he has to go through stages to fight against Satan; after 40 years of 
Unification Church, they indemnified all of Christianity, and Judaism, 4000 years. Needed to be settled, 
indemnify all in one single generation, in their own lifetime, 40 years minimum was necessary. OTA, 
NTA all needed to indemnified, even AA put into original position, give the Blessing, recover all that was 
lost; CTA age after 40 years of Unification Church history, purpose of creation, CTA everything was 
promised to Adam and Eve will be done. Declaration of True Parents, not as a president, teacher, he came 
as Messiah to save all mankind to wipe away the original sin; to guide people. He has to liberate all of 
mankind and bring them to the heavenly kingdom. We must consider him like that, not just another 
religious leader, he is the substantiation of God, our views of him must change today. In the beginning the 
HAS-UWC, why did he have to use the word Christianity? Not another denomination; criticized and 
attacked, he came on foundation of Christianity, OTA, Jewish people as chosen people, LSA came on 
foundation of Christianity. Unify it with true love. Completion was done through the Family Federation. 
Religion restores the individual, so that it can go back to the family. Christianity, would it have done its 
role as bride, now Family Federation of all the families around the world. If we receive the Blessing and 
live for our family only, nothing to do with God. Lost True Parents, were sacrificed to Satan. Such leaders 
and members, appeal to them with tears. Shepherd who loses one sheep to bring it back, have a feast. 
Each family is very important. How much are we living according to God's and True Parents's heart? 
Repent first. How much have I been keeping this word? 
 
Centering on the family completion, Cheon Il Guk, Family Pledge, liberated realm on earth and in 
Heaven, establish homeland, Cheon Il Guk= country made by two persons coming together. Family Party, 
House where we can attend God, where he can live. Adam and Eve lost the standard God gave, have 
Hoon Dok to read father's words as long as we are alive. Continue to read textbooks of True Parents, that 
is the text that God gave us. School, our teaching material. Even if I am not on earth, it will be 
established. He gave it for the time after he is gone. 
 
Proclamation the liberation realm on earth, king of cosmic peace on earth, education, transcends religion 
and race, nationalities, no enemies, must all come together through education of Divine Principle and true 
love. Only Messiah can give Blessing, true love, life and lineage and absolute sex. True Parents have 
appeared, families, sons and daughters, give the Blessing. True Parents of heaven and earth, and 
humankind. Save settlement in our lives. 2001, January 13, God's coronation of God's kingship. God 
established the creator's position; 12 years after, in 2013, January 13th, cannot be extended, everything 
must be completed by then, then 2002, he declared Cheon Il Guk, 2003, Holy Marriage Blessing, 60th 
birthday of mother; king of cosmic peace, opening Cheon Il Guk that day, 1960 April by solar calendar 
had their Blessing, at that time no coronation yet, no Cheon Il Guk. There was no foundation at all, 
married with Korean traditional style, fighting outside, police station, kept him there over night to find 
something. On the 12th April, next day, sixteenth of March, lunar calendar came back, had the heavenly 
marriage. Satan tried to bother his marriage, tried to kill him in Hung Nam. Restored the fact that Jesus 



has lost 12 disciples, 10 people were a team, fill bags of fertilizer; terrible situation, Father's team never 
missed its quota. True Father did the most difficult job and helped others who were with him. 1300 bags 
have to be stacked up, in the morning more energy than in the evening. True Father always went to the 
farthest place first, did everything scientifically, found 12 disciples, how did he witness, the moment he 
went to the toilet, passing by someone, bump into someone, just gave one word like that to them. Faithful 
Christians, tried to keep their faith, tried to kill him, he challenged their faith, ancestors taught them, are 
you the Messiah? They were doubtful. Father asked him about your dream last night? That is how he 
witnessed to a person at a time, he witnessed at that place of death, crucifixion place, witness while he 
was on the cross. This was his course in the prison, how easy for us to witness today. In 2003, holy 
marriage took place, opening the gates of Heaven. True Parents of Heaven and Earth, holy blessing 
ceremony. True Parents came, started as the king of Blessed families. 2004 created CSG, went through it 
four times; checked everything was right, dedicated it to Heaven in 2004. All other religious texts lost 
their lights. Religious text of heaven has appeared. Altar in the family is important, pray put your hand on 
CSG. 2004, declared Ahn Shi Il, on every eight days, from 2004, May 5th, first Ahn Shi Il, Sang Hhab 
Shik Sa, pair coming together, victory of ten. Going to the sea, for eighty days he lived on the sea. To 
create live on the ocean, so that all humanity could go through. Human beings were given the condition, 
of having participated with him for 85 years. On August 28, came the tribal messiah, 268 surnames, tribal 
messiahs. Dedicated crown to Father and took it to him, Mr Eu's tribe surrendered first to True Father; 
Washington world level coronation, 2006 before Cheon Cheong Gung, June 13. 2007 jubilee, 2008 
declared original Divine Principle, 2009: era of liberating God. 2007, eight time seven, 7 July 2007, at 
7h07 on the right hand??? Sabbath realm of he king, centering on absolute sex. This year we have the 
proclamation of a new age, January 15th of last year, coronation of God as king of kings. Until now, 
Heaven has recognized all kings of Satan's world. Now no more. Obama was elected. Father went to US, 
to change inauguration to August, went to Washington three times, establish conditions, January 31st 
events, before the US president did the coronation ceremony of God???? Translation not clear 
 
We must understand, Blessed families have the mission of tribal messiah mission, bless all members of 
our tribe, pray and give them the textbooks and autobiography. Read that, most opposed Christian will 
change. One minister came to me that he misunderstood reverend Moon. Wants to know his teachings. 
 
Another person who is a leader of the laborers, sent gifts to True Parents, give the autobiography to tribe. 
The True Family is the Gateway to Heaven; all want to go to Heaven, read this book. True families open 
that gate to heaven. Declared the king of kingship give to all the families in the world. Cheon Seong 
Gyeong, third, fourth and fifth chapters talking about the family. Tribal Messiah, have tribes, establish 
Hoon Dok family churches. All kind of leaders are there, of each of the European countries, representing 
all fields. That kind of movement, become God's country, convey God's word, teach God and spiritual 
world, True Parents correctly. Accomplish God's homeland, within three years, it can be accomplished. 
Spirit world is giving this directions. This is God's expectation. Last lecture of the third day, think about 
leaders of your country, pray for them. 
 


